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ABSTRACT

A new approach for clock synchronization, called "clock rate synchronization",

was developed. Each local clock in a distributed system runs at a constant rate in each
machine even though clock rates among them are different dueto differences in the crystal
frequency. However,ifeach local machine knOws the difference ofthe clock rate between
a known clock rate server and itself, periodic synchronization will not be necessary to

synchronize clocks. Clock rate synchronization improves concurrency and eliminates the
risk offailure ofa single time server during transaction processing in a distributed
database system. The clock rate synchronization algorithm requires 4N message
exchanges, where N is the number oflocal machines.

Clock rate synchronization was used to develop an optimistic concurrency control
mechanism. In Kung & Robinson's optimistic concurrency control[6], processing of
disordered concurrent transactions is allowed,even though this may be considered as a

failure in some distributed database applications. The improved approach uses

synchronized clock values so that it can guarantee that earlier requestedjob will commit
first when there exist data intersections among concurrent transactions. The improved

optimistic concurrency control mechanism was compared with Kung &Robinson's and
wasfound to be ofcomparable performance. Even though the concurrency efficiency was

decreased by 1.76% in this rnethod in comparison with Kung & Robinson's,this method
prevents the processing ofconcurrent disordered transactions.

m
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

In a distributed database system,the data are scattered and replicated on multiple

computers. High-speed networks or telephone lines are used to let computers
communicate with one another. Each different machine has its own main memory and

clock. A distributed database system consists ofmultiple sites and each site has a local

database system. Each site is able to process local transactions as well as participate in the
execution ofglobal transactions which are all transactions that access data in other sites

including local transactions. Since data are shared and accessed by multiple sites in the
global transactions,these sites need to communicate among the sites[5]. The importance
ofdistributed database system has been recognized in terms ofdata sharing, reliability and
availability ofdata, and speedup ofquery processing. The ability to share and access data
from multiple sites is the primary advantage ofdistributed database systems. On the other
hand, distributed database system also has several disadvantages,including increased
software development cost, greater potential for bugs, and increased processing overhead.

1.1.

Clock Synchronization

In a distributed system,there exists no global clock since each distributed machine
has its own clock. Clock synchronization has been widely recognized as an important

requirement in distributed database systems. Various clock synchronization schemes were

used in many distributed system mechanisms, such as checkpointing,interprocess
communication,resource allocation, and transaction processing[8], Since distributed

systems use distributed algorithms, synchronization is more difficult than in centralized

systems. In a centralized system, a process can make a system call to know the time and
the kerneltells it- However,in a distributed system, achieving agreement on time is not

simple because each difFerent machine has hs own physical clock. V
synchronization schemes have been proposed earlier in[2],[3],[4],[7], and [10]. These
studies include logical clock synchronization as well as physical. Applications running on

a given computer that are interested only in the order ofevents, and not in the absolute
time at which they occurred,require only the value ofthe counter to timestamp events. On
the other hand,in some real time systems, actual clock time is important. For these

systems, external physical clocks are required.

1.2.

Concurrency Control Mechanisms

When several transactions are executing concurrently in the database,the system

needs to control the interaction among the transactions to preserve the data consistency.

The types ofconcurrency control schemes include lock-based,timestamp-based, and

optimistic concurrency control. In the lock-based algorithm, when a process tries to read
or write a file, it first locks the file. Locks are used to determine the order oftransactions
that access the same data items according to the order ofarrival oftheir operations at the

data items. Locking can be done either by a single centralized lock manager or by a local
lock manager on each machine. When a process has already locked some particular files,
the lock manager rejects all further attempts to lock those files[5]. The two-phase

locking prototol allows a trarisactioh to lock a new data item only ifit has not yet
unlocked any data itern. The lock-based algorithm ensures serializability but is not
deadlock free.

In a timestamp-based algorithm, each transaction is associated with a unique
timestamp. The timestamps ofthe transactions determine the serializability order. Thus,if

the timestamp oftransaction Ti is smaller than the timestamp oftransaction Tj,then the
scheme ensures that transaction Ti is processed before transaction Tj. This is done by
backing up a transaction whenever such an order is violated. This method does not suffer

from deadlocks However,iftransactions arrive too late, they must be aborted.

The lock-based and timestamp-based concurrency control prevent transactions that
make non-serializable schedule at run time. For another approach to concurrency control,

Kung and Robinson[6]proposed the optimistic concurrency control mechanism.
Optimistic concurrency control mechanism assumes that conflicts between transactions
will occur rarely [6]. When a transaction is executed concurrently with other transactions,

no synchronization check is performed. However, at the end ofthe transaction's

execution, a validation phase is performed to determine ifthe transaction has conflicted
with other concurrently ruttning transactions, Ifthe transaction has conflicted, it should be
aborted and rolled back. Thus,the optimistic concurrency control is based on transaction
roll-backs rather than locking.

1.3.

Motivation

Each clock in a processor is driven by its own crystal, and crystals can vary slightly

in their frequency. Therefore,ifa clock is not periodically reset,it will drift from the true
time. Most clock synchronization methods set the clock time in either logical or physical
methods. These methods may reduce the potential for concurrency when they are used in

concurrency control mechanisms since the synchronization should be performed

periodically. Therefore,the number oftimes that synchronization hasto be performed is
proportional to the number oftransactions that have to be processed. One ofthe
important goals ofconcurrency control is to maximize the concurrency efficiency among
the transactions. Ifthere exist a large number oftransactions,the time spent for periodic

clock synchronization should be seriously considered. For a more efficient concurrency
control mechanism,the clock synchronization method that requires less time during the
transaction processing is desirable.

Several problems exist in current optimistic concurrency control mechanisms.
Processing transactions in correct order is very important in some systems, such as
distributed banking system and process control system. In these systems,the transactions

should be processed in order according to their starting time under the condition where
there exist some data intersections among them. Current optimistic concurrency control
mechanisms did not consider the transactions' starting time so that disorder oftransactions

may happen. Even in optimistic concurrency control mechanisms,the accurate starting

time ofa trarisaction should be considered. The improved approach uses synchronized

clock values so that it can guarantee that the earlier requestedjob will commit first when
there exist data intersections among concurrenttransactions.

In summary,thefollowing are the reasons for undertaking this study:

a) Synchronizatioh ofclocksis an important issue in distributed database systems.
b) Current clock synchronization methods reduce the potential for concurrency sinCe they

have to be perforrned periodically during transaction processing.

c) Current clock synchronization methods require a single time serverto synchronize
clocks. ■ ■ '

d) Current optimistic concurrency control mechanisms used transaction number rather
than actual clock time so that transactions may not be processed in correct order.

e) Optimistic concurrency control mechanisms need to employ a clock synchronization

scheme to prevent transactions from being disordered with others in terms ofrequest
starting time.

An assumption was established for new clock synchronization algorithm and
improved optimistic Concurrency control mechanism. We assume that the transmission
time among distributed machines within LAN is equal. In our distributed database

prototype which is presented in Chapter4,the database objects are not replicated but
partitioned in two servers.

1.4.

Organization ofThesis

This paper is organized into five chapters. In Chapter 1,the basic concepts about
distributed database system,clock synchronization, and concurrency control mechanisms
are mentioned. In Chapter 2, several existing clock synchronization methods are
considered in detail. These clock synchronization methods are Lamport's algorithm,

Cristian's algorithm, and Berkeley algorithm. A new approach for clock synchronization
is discussed in the last section ofChapter 2. In Chapter 3,two existing optimistic

concurrency control mechanisms are discussed; Kung & Robinson's and Schlageter's. In
the last section ofChapter 3,the problems ofthese current optimistic concurrency control
mechanisms are discussed. Then,an improved algorithm that solves the drawbacks of

current optimistic methods is presented. In Chapter 4,the improved optimistic
concurrency control mechanism is compared with Kung & Robinson's method using a
distributed database prototype. Lastly,in Chapter 5,the conclusion and future directions

for clock synchronization and optimistic concurrency control mechanism are presented.

CHAPTER 2. GLOCK SYNCHRONI^TION

Several existing clock synchronization algorithms are discussed in this chapter such

as Lamport's Algorithm [7], Cristian's Algorithm [2], and Berkeley Algorithm [3], For

each ofthese algorithms,there are some drawbacksfhat can have an effect on
concurrency control efficiency. The worst drawback ofthese current clock
synchronization algorithms is that they have to be performed periodically. In the last
section ofthis chapter, a new clock synchronization algorithm is proposed and analyzed,

2.1.

Lamport's Algorithm

when a distributed system considers only the internal consistency ofclocks for

Synchronization,it is called logical clock synchronization. Physical clock synchronization
considers not only the internal consistency ofclocks, but also deviation from the real time.

Lamport pointed Out that clock synchronization need not be absolute[7]. Currently we
cannot use the physical true tinie for ordering any pair ofevents because it is impossible to

generate really accurate synchronized elbcks in a distributed system. All processes do not
have to agree on exactly what timethey have, What they really have to know is the order

in which events occur. Lamport defined the"happen before" relation, denoted by
follows[7].

y,as

• Ifa and ^are events in the sanae process, and a comes beforei»,thena —
• Ifa and 6 are sender and receiver m different proeesses,then a

• Ifa

and 6

then «^^-^^^^ If

i> and fi

a,then a and 6 are

be concurrent.

Lamport defined a function which assigns a number to eventa in processPi as
Ci(a). The entire system ofclocks is denoted by the function C which assigns to any event
b the number C(h), where C(b)= Cj(b)ifb is an event in processPj. Therefore,if
a —> b,then C(a)< C(b). Each processPiincrements Ci between any two successive
events. Ifa is the sender with message m by processPi,m contains timestamp such as

Tm -Ci(a). Pj, which is receiver ofa message m,sets CJ greater than or equal to its

present value and greater than Tm. Lamport's logical clock is a monotomically increasing
software counter which means C must always go forward, never backward. Clock

synchronization should be made by adding a positive value, never by subtracting one[13].
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FIGURE 2.1: Lamport's Algorithm

The processes run on different machines,each with its own clock,running at its

own speed. In Figure 2.1,Pi's clock ticks2times,Ffs clock ticks 5 times,Pk's clock
ticks 3 times, and Pi's clock ticks 2times. Even though the clock runs at a constant rate

in each machine,the rates among them are different due to differences in the crystal

frequency. ProcessPi sends a message to processPJ attime 2. Then,Pjreceives the
message at time 10 so thatPjinterprets that it took 8 ticks to transfer a message fromPi
toPJ. Now,PJ sends a message to processPk at time 15 andPk receives it at time 12.
That value is certainly impossible. According to the happen-before relation,Pk must

receive the message from PJ at time 15 or later. At this point, correction oftime should be

applied to Pk,which is simply changing the time value from 12to 16 as shown in the array
below it, see Figure 2.1. Every time values inPk are corrected according to the current
time value. The message from Pk to PIis sent at time 19 and arrived at time 12. The time
correction adjusts the time in P/to 20.

Logical clocks impose only a partial order on the set ofall events. The partial

orderings on the events in the distributed system can be converted to a total ordering by
using the partial ordering ofthe local clocks. Ifan event occurs atPi with local timestamp
Tm,and another event occurs atPjwith local timestamp Tn,we define the global logical

timestamps for these events to be(Tm,Pi)and(Tn,

respectively. And,Pi and Pjput

those global logical timestamps on their request queues in order. Pi is granted the
resource ifand only ifthere is a(Tm,Pi)request resource in its request queue which is
ordered before any other request in its queue by the happen-before relation and Tm is the
smallest value in every timestamp. The Lamport's algorithm is shown below.

• Lamport's Algorithm

At resource requesting processP/:

Pi sends(Tm,Pi)request resource to every other processes, and puts that message
on its request queue
Pi receives a timestamped acknowledgment from Pj
At receiving process

when receives(Tm,P/7request resource, it places it on its request queue and
sends a timestamped acknowledgment to Pi

10

Lamport's algorithm has a crucial drawback. Even though Lamport's algorithm
can manipulate the advancements ofdistributed clocks by exchanging messages,it cannot
controlthose clock values by occurring ofinternal events. Only message exchanges build

paths in Figure 2.1 among distributeid processes[12]. Therefbre^ in order tp make^^^e^^
orderihg by Lamport's algorithm in a distributed system,the messages among the

2.2.

Cristian's Algorithm

Although Lamport's algorithm gives a total eventordering,the actualclock time is

important in some systems silch asfeabtime systems; Ip these systems, physical clock
synchronization isfequirecl; To provide tJTG 0Jniversal Coordinated Ti^^
systems for precise time,the National Institute ofStandard Time(NIST)operates a

stay synchronized with the actualtime, at least one ofthose distributed machihes has tO
have a WWV receiver. Cristian[2]used a central time server which has WWV receiver to
sjmchronize physical clocks.

11

Time Server

Req
UTC

P2

PI

P3

Pn

FIGURE 2.2: Cristian's Algorithm

In the Figure 2.2, when a processPi requests the time with a message Req,the

time server replies as fast as it can with a message containing its current time TutcHowever,ifPijust sets its clock to Tutc,the clock time must be wrong. Since it takes a
nonzero amount oftime for transferring a niessage from the time server to Pi,the transfer
time should be considered. With the simple principle.Pi should set its clock to the time
Tutc+ Ttrans, where Ttrans is the time taken to transmit Tutc from the time server to Pi.
The Ttrans can be defined as

= Tmm + Ta,where Ta ^0. The

can be

obtained when no other processes executed and no other network traffic existed.

Unfortunately, Ta is subject to variation. To estimate the transmission time between the
time server and a processPi, Cristian proposed a method as shown in Figure 2.3.

12

Time
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/Pure
time server .
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FIGURE 2.3: Estimation ofTransmission Time

Cristian suggested to measure the time whenPi starts requesting, Tsend, and the
time whenPi receives the time server's reply, Trec- Therefore, we can see that the

message propagation time is(Trec- Tsend)/2. When the time server's reply comes in,the
value in the message should be Tutc +(Trec - Tsend)/2. Ifthe time taken by the time

server to process the incoming message is known by some method, his method can be
improved. With the knowledge of Tm(Interrupt time)in the time server,the
transmission time can be defined as(Trec - Tsend - Tm)/2. Cristian's algorithm is shown
as follows:

• Cristian's Algorithm

Attime requesting processP/:

Send a message to time server and Set Tsend current time
Receive the interrupt time Tm from time server and Set Trec '■= current time
Calculate Ttrans

{Trec - Tsend - Tm) / 2.

Send Ttrans to time server

Receive the current time fi*om time server and Set its clock

13

At time server:

Receive a message from Pi
Send interrupt time Tmr to Pi

Receive time requestfromP/ with Tj-aw-s
Send{Tutc+ Ttrans^ioPi

Cristian's method suffers from the problem that the single time server machine has

all the responsibility for clock synchronization in a distributed system. Ifthe time server
fails then clock synchronization cannot be done. Election algorithm is used to select a
new time server in his method. But this increases the complexity ofthe database system

and the cost ofsoftware developmentfor clock synchronization. Even after a successful
execution ofan election algorithm, we cannot guarantee that the time server will not fail
again.

2.3.

Berkeley Algorithm

Gusella and Zatti[3]proposed an algorithm for internal synchronization which is

for logical clock synchronization. The time serverintendsto be active in Berkeley

algorithm[3], while it is passive in Cristian's algorithm. V[\e master which is called the
time server in Cristian's algorithm periodically polls the other computers whose clocks are

to be synchronized,called slaves. Ifno machine has a WWV receiver in a distributed
system,this method wiU be suitable. The method is illustrated in Figure 2.4.
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The correction ofthe clocks
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FIGURE 2.4: Berkeley Algorithm

In Figure 2.4(a), at 2:05,
slave 1, and 5/ave 3,its time and asks for theirs.
^ time difference torn the

average ofthe times provided by the

|3]. A^c

ifits value is

clock of5/avc 3in Figure 2.4isconsidered as faulty. In Figure 2;4(c),the master tells

each

how to adjust its clock with the average time value. EVery clock in a

distributed system is nd\v synchromzed in Figure 2.4(d). The Berkeley algorithm is shown
as follows:

15

• Berkeley Algorithm
There exist« slaves in a distributed system:{slave 1, slave 2, slave 3, ......... slave n}
At the master process:
Ttotal:= 0

// difference ofclock time from master itselt

m~n

for / from 1 to « do

[

Send its time to 5/ave/■
Receive the time difference from slaveiand Set this to Ti

if (T/is not faulty) then
Ttotal

Ttotal

Ti

else then

m '. -m -1

Tavg'■= TtotalI(m+l)

]

IIm slaves + master process

for /■ from 1 to n do

[
Send (Tavg - Ti) to slave ?
Set its clock by (current time + 7^4fg)
At slave process 5'7:

]

Receive the time from master and Set this to Tmaster

Send (current time - 7A£4sr£R) to master
Receive (7^FG - 7/) from
and Set this to 7]4D7
Set its clock by (current time + 7]4£iy)

By using average time value of distributed machines, it can prevent the individual
clocks from running too fast or too slow. The accuracy of the protocol depends on a
nominal maximum round-trip time between the master

the slaves [1], The important

difference in this method with the previous ones is that the master sends the amount by
which each individual slave's clock requires adjustment instead of sending the current time

value. The adjustment Value can be either a positive or negative value. With this method,
the uncertainty of transmission time froinmaster io slaves can be reduced.
Even though Berkeley algorithm improves clock synchronization in terms of
transmission time, the failure of

is still a serious problem. It is suggested that if the

16

master fails, then another can be elected to take over and function exactly as its
predecessor. However,we cannot be sure that a new master is elected in bounded time.
Also,it is still possible for a new master to fail again during the execution ofthe election
algorithm.

2.4.

A New Approach: Clock Rate Synchronization

In previous algorithms for clock synchronization,two important drawbacks can be
found. The first problem is that the use ofclock synchronization algorithm in a distributed

database system can reduce the potential for concurrency among concurrent transactions
since synchronization is performed periodically. The other problem is that there exists too
much risk due to employing a single time server during the processing oftransactions in
Cristian's algorithm[2]and Berkeley algorithm [3]. For the first problem,the clock
synchronization method that requires only constant time should be established so that the
concurrency efficiency is not affected by clock synchronization. For the second problem,
to eliminate the risk offailure ofa single time server, any machine in a distributed system
can synchronize its clock with the help ofother machines.

2.4.1. Clock Rate Synchronization Algorithm

In the new approach for clock synchronization,the rates ofthe local clocks are

adjusted by a randomly chosen clock rate server's rate. Since this method is concerned

17

with local area network(LAN)without any network bridge, we assume that the
transmission time among them within LAN are equal. The transmission time within a
LAN is tested in section 2.4.2. The new approach for clock synchronization is illustrated
in Figure 2.5.

Pi

I

Pc

,

THALlCPi)

Ta(Pc)

Tb(Pc)/
Tc(Pc)

Td(Pc)

CRS

Thalt(Pcrs)

FIGURE 2.5: Clock Rate Synchronization

In Figure 2.5,three processes are involved in the clock rate sjmchronization, j^y

process can be chosen to be a.Pcrs(ClockRate Server)temporarily at the begiiming ofthe
clock rate synchronization. In order to know the clock rate difference between

and

Pi, we use another process called Pc which is also chosen randomly. This illustratioii
shows how Pc finds the difference ofclock rates between Pcrs and Pi. In Figure 2.5,

processPc sends a message to Pcrs and sets its clock as Ta(Pc)which meatis the time Thr

byPc's clock. AfterPcrs receives the message fromPc,it haltsfor a fixed amount of
time byPcrs's clock. Thalt(Pcrs)means thatPcrs holds a message for a fixed amount of

time by its clock. After the fixed time later,Pcrs replies toPc ■ As soon asPc receives
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PcRs's reply, it sets its clock as 71&(Pc,l. At this point, we can get the transmission time
between the Pcfts and Pc - The TtjunsCPcrs.Pc)refers to the transmission time between
the Pcj?s and Pc and is defined in(2.1).

Ttrans(Pcrs> Pc)=
[Tb(Pc)- Ta(Pc)- Thalt(Pcrs)]
/2

(2.1)

However,from the point ofview ofPp, Thalt(Pcrs)is unknown since it is based
onPcRs's clock. From(2.1),the time period fromTa(Pc/to Tb(Pc)includes twice of

Ptrans(Pcrs,Pc)^r^d pRALT(Pcrs)^sfo^^ows:

Tb(Pc)- Ta(Pc)'^2 xTtrans(Pcrs,Pc)^ Thalt(Pcrs)

(^'T)

Now,Pc sends a message toPi and sets its clock as To(Pc). Pi also halts for the
same amount oftime as Pc/is did, but byP/'s clock which can be written as THAiriPi)

According to the assumption for transmission time in the above,we have to assume that
Ttrans(Pcrs,Pc)is eqiial to Ttrans(Pi,Pc)since our environment is only for LAN.

Ttrans(Pi,Pc)=[Td(Pc(.Tc(Pc)-THAvr(Pi)]/2

(2.3)

Td(Pc)-Tc(Pc) — 2 X Ttrans(Pi,Pc)+ TjuLT(Pi)

(2.4)

19

Compare(2.2)with(2.4). Since Ttrans(Pcrs,Pc)is equal to TruANsiPi,Pc)by
the assumption,the difference hetv^een Tb(Pc)- Ta(Pe)and Td(Pc)- Tc(Pc) may be only
due to the disagreement of Thalt(Pcrs)and

Therefore, we can get the clock

ratio between Pcrs and Pi simply by comparing the value ofTb(Pc)- Ta(Pc)with
Tc/fPcJ - Tc(Pc>l as follows:

aock Ratio(PcRs,Pi)=[Tb(Pc)- Ta(Pc)J/[Td(Pc)- Tc(Pc)J

(2.5)

Consider the following example. Pc sends a message to Pens at time 220,
Ta(Pc)= 220. Pcrs holds for 100 ticks, Thalt(Pcrs)= 100 and replies to Pc. Pc gets

Pcrs's reply at time 330, Tb(Pc)=330. Then,Pc sends a message to Pi at time 332 and

gets Pz's reply at time 452, Tc(Pc)-332, Td(Pc)=452. By(2.2)and(2.4), we get
330 - 220=2 X Ttrans(Pcrs,Pc) Thalt(Pcrs),

and

452-332=2 x Ttrans(Pi,Pc)+ Thalt(Pi).

The difference of Thalt(Pcrs)and TnALiiPi) gives the difference ofclock rate ofPcrs and
Pi: This difference can be obtained by(2.5).

aocA:Patzo(PcRs, Pz)* =(330 - 220)/(452 - 332)=0.917

By informing Pi ofthe clock ratio.Pi may reset its clock rate to make it equal to Pcrs

logically. Consider Figure 2.6 for a generalized clock rate synchronization.

20

FIGURE 2.6: Generalized Clock Rate Synchronization

In Figure 2.6, we have n processes,PI throughPw. Pcrs and Pc are chosen
randomly among these processes. In this example,P2 is chosen to bePajs and P3 is

selected to bePc ■ Consequently,the clocks in every process will be set to the same clock
rate ofPcrs- The role ofPc is to simply comparePcas's clock rate with other clocks'

rates and to inform them ofthe ratio. With the discussion we have so far,the algorithms
for the clock rate synchronization can now be written as follows:

• Clock Rate Synchronization Algorithm

ProcessSet ={Pi,P2,P3,.....,P^}
At initiator processP/A7r:

Choose at random a clock rate server and a coordinator, sayPcrs and Pc
Delete Pcrs and Pc from Process Set
Inform Peas and Pc with Proccjj4$^^

At coordinator processPc:
Call Procedure Sync_Request(PcRs, rate!)

II send request to Pcrs

for / from 1 to « do

{

\'!f Pi & Process Set do

[

C2i!i[PvocQ6mQSync_Request(Pi, rate2)
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//request toP/

C3i\c\x\sA.Qratio:=(Tb-Ta)/(Td-Tc)
Send ratio to Pi
]]
Choose one process in
PA:
Send a message to PA:
V/informPA:
Call Procedure ifywc fFa/YfP^
//receive request from PA:
Receive ra^/o from PA:
Receive current time Pc«RR£wr from Pci?5

At clock rate server processPcRs:

Call Procedure iSy«c_frafr(Pc^
Call Procedure Sync_Wait(Pk)
Receive a message from Pk

//receive request from Pc
II receive request from Pk

for/from 1 to w do

[

if P/ € Process Set do
[
Receive a message from Pi
Send current time Tcurrent^o Pi

]]

Send current time PcKRftEvr to Pc
KiPi m.Process Set.

Call Procedure ify«c_JFa/7/Pc^

//receive request from Pc

Receive ratio between Pcrs and Pi from Pc
if P/=PA: do

[

Receive a message fromPc
Call Procedure Sync_Request(PcRs, ratel) H send request to Pens
Call Procedure Sync_Request(Pc, rate!)
H send request to Pc

Calculate ratio :=(Tb - To)/(Td - Tc)
Send ratio to Pc

Send a message to PcAs
Send a message Xo Pcrs

]

Receive Tcurrent from Pcrs

VxocQ&VirQ Sync_Request(P, Rate)
if Rate = ratel do

Send request to P,and Set Pa := current time
Receive reply from P,and Set Tb ;= current time
else if Pa/e = ra/c2

Send request to P,and Set Pc := current time
Receive reply from P,and Set Pc/:= current time
end if
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Procedure iS^wcfFazY('PJ
Receive request fromP
Wait for a fixed amount oftime Thalt

Send reply toP

2.4.2. Analysis

Theorem 2 1; The clock rate synchronization algorithni correctly computes the clock rate
ofail processes.

Proof;

ProcessSet=[Pi,P2, P3,

Pn)

A clock rate server Pcrs and a coordinatorPc are chosen to be a clock rate server and a
coordinator randomly.

Let

T73i4ArsfPci?s,Pcj = transmissiontimefromPcRs toPc,
Tcrs(Pc) ~ time whenPc sends a message to Pci?5,
PcAs'lPc^* = time whenPc gets reply from Pcfls,

P/Mz,rfPcW = amount oftime halted byPcfls's clock.
Using(2.1)and(2.2), we have

Ttrans(Pcrs,Pc)=
[Tens'(Pc)- Tcrs(Pc)- Thalt(Pcrs)]/2

Thalt(Pcrs)= Tens'(Pc)- Tcns(Pc)-[2 x TTnANs(Pcns,Pc)]

and then by(2.3), we can compute the transmission time between the coordinatorPc and
any processPz.
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Tn^s(Pi,Pc)=
[T/(Pc)- Ti(Pc)- Thalt(Pi)J/2
Ttrans(P2,Pc)^
[T2'(Pc)- T2(Pc)~ Thalt(P2)]^2
Ttrams(Ps,Pc)=[T/(Pc)- T3(Pc)- THALr(P3)]/2

PtRANS(Pn > Pc)^
[Tn'(Pc)
'
Tn(Pc)~ ThALT(Pn)]
^2,

and for the time halted at each process, we have

Thalt(Pi)= Ti'(Pc)- T](Pc)-[2

Ttrans(Pi,Pc)J

Thalt(P2)= T2'(Pc)- T2(Pc)[2 X Ttrans(P2i Pc)]

Thalt(P3)= Ts'CPc)- Ts(Pc)-[2 x Ttrans(P3,Pc)]

THALT(Pn)= Tn'(Pc)"T„(Pc)[2 X

(Pn,Pc)J

These are summarized in the following table.
Process #

PCRS

Time halted by each process clock
Thalt(Pcrs) —

Ratio with Pcfls
1

Tcrs'(Pc)- Tcrs(Pc)-f2 X Ttrans(PCRS,Pc)
]
Pi

P2
P3

Pn

Thau(Pi)=
T/(Pc)- Ti(Pc)-f2 x Ttrans(Pi,Pc)1
Thalt(P2)
T '(Pc)- T2(Pc)- r2 X Ttrans(P2,Pc)1
Thalt(P3)
T3'(Pc)- T3(Pc)[2 X Ttrans(P3,Pc)1

Thalt(Pi)/Thalt(Pcrs)

TnALlCPn) =

Thalt(Pn)/Thalt(Pcrs)

Tn'(Pc)- T„(Pc)-f2 X Ttrans(Pn,Pc)J
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Thalt(P2)/Thalt(Pcrs)

Thalt(P3)/Thalt(Pcrs)

Since Ttmns(Pcrs,Pc)is equalto TrRANsfPi,Pc)in the assumption,

Thalt(PO /Thalt(Pcrs)~[T/(Pc)- Ti(PCy)]/[ Tors (Pc)- Tcrs(Pc)]•

Therefore,[T/(Pc)-Ti(Pc)]/[ Tcrs'(Pc)- Tcrs(Pc)]gives the clock ratio between
PcRs andP/. □

The assumption for transmission time was tested within aLAN. Three machines
were chosen to be tested to measure the transmission time among them. The test was

performed by exchangingmessages for 100,000 times among these machines during a day
time which is when the transmission time is relatively long and not very predictable. Then,

the total time spent is averaged to get the transmission time for transferring a mes^
These machines include blaze, indigo, and aviion and the test results are shown as follows:

blaze: indigo ^ 0.001190, aviion - 0.001680

indigo: blaze - 0.001140, aviion - 0.0011240
aviion: blaze - 0.001690, indigo - 0.001170

These time values are writtenby ticks. Even though these transmission times are

not equal, they are very short periods of time so that they cannot be measured by system
call. Since these transmission time are much less than one tick, we have to assume that

they are all equal. The clock rate synchronization algorithm was tested below.
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Local Machine

blaze(PcRs)
indigo(Pc)
aviion(Pi)

Initial Tick

1000 ticks later

2000 ticks later

3000 ticks later

818189261

818190261 '

818191261

818192261

818189261

818190261

818191261

818192261

818189261

818190261

818191261

818192261

This test was performed by measuring 1000,2000,and 3000 ticks using

synchromzed clock in eaeh local machifie, reporting the current timeofthese rriachines to
clock rate server(blaze), and checking ifthe reported time are equalto the time in clock

rate server. By running clock rate synchronization algorithm in each local machine in
parallel, the algorithm can be optimized.

As mentioned earlier,the existing clock synchronization methods have seiveral

problems such as having a crucial effect on concurrency efficiency, and employing a single
time server until every transaction is finished. Cristian^s algorithm requires4N x M

message exchanges where N is the number oflocal machines and M is the number of
periodic synchronization performance. Berkeley algorithm requires 3N x M message
exchanges. The number ofmessage exchanges in Lamport's algorithm is subject to the
number ofevents among distributed processes. The clock rate synchronization requires

4N message exchanges since synchronization is performed once at initialization.
Therefore, clock rate synchronization does not affect concurrency efficiency. This method

employs a randomly chosen CRS(Clock Rate Server)and a coordinator only during the

synchronization period at the beginning temporarily. After a certain time period when
synchronization has been made,CRSand coordinator are not to be maintained any more
since now every clock knows the global clock rate in a distributed system.
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CHAPTER 3. OPTIMISTIC CONCURRENCY CONTROL MECHANISMS

Two existing optimistic concurrency control mechanisms will be discussed in this

chapter. These mechanisms are proposed by Kung&Robinson[6]and Schlageter[11],
The algorithms will be presented in detail and they will be compared with each other.
Since both methods did not consider clock synchronization schemes,they have crucial

drawbacks in terms ofordering transactions. In the last section ofthis chapter, an

improved approach is presented to show how the drawbacks ofthe current optimistic
concurrency control algorithms can be solved.

3.1.

Kung and Robinson's Method

Kung and Robinson[6]proposed a method called "optimistic"for concurrency
control. This method can be regarded as centralized database system since there is no

global clock for ordering events. They assume that conflicts among concurrent

transactions are very rare so that locking may be necessary only in the worst case. A
transaction always executes concurrently with other transactions without any

synchronization check,but it is validated before its writes are written in the database[12].
Consider Figure 3.1 for the three phases ofa transaction.
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Time

Read Phase

Validation Phase

Write Phase

FIGURE 3.1: Three Phases ofa Transaction

As shown in Figure 3.1, any transaction consists ofthree phases: a read phase,a

validation phase,and a possible write phase. During the read phase,each transaction has a
tentative version ofthe data items that it updates. All updates are made on local copies of

the database objects. With these localcopies ofdata items,we can abort or roll back a
certain transaction that fails validation with no effect on the original database.

Transactions that involve only reading are performed immediately. Ifthe local copiesfor

that transaction already exists, a read transaction accesses it, otherwise it accesses the

most recently committed value ofthe dataitem[1]. Write transactions record the new
values ofthe data items as tentative values. Therefore,a database system may have
different values ofa certain database object among the concurrent transactions. In

addition,each transaction hastwo records which are a read set and a write set. A read set
contains the data items which are read by the transaction. A write set containsthe data

items which are written by the transaction. After the read phase,the transaction is
validated to check ifits operations conflict with other transactions' operations on

particular data items. Ifthe transaction fails in validation phase,it needsto be rolled back,
otherwise it is committed. During the write phase,all updates recorded in the local copies
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are made permanent. Read only transactions may commitimmediately after the validation
phase. Write transactions are ready to commitonce the local copies ofthe data items have
been recorded in permanent storage. This method is illustrated in Figure 3.2.

Read

<1^ Valid Write
i <lg>

:"<1J>

Tcurrent

Validation Phase and Write Phase are in Critical Section shown by'

FIGURE 3.2: Validation ofTransactions

Each transaction is assigned a transaction number when it enters the validation

phase. In some optimistic concurrency control mechanisms,timestamps are used rather
than transaction number[9]. However,using timestamps doesn't make any difference in
the algorithm since the timestamps are obtained from local machine. Ifthe transaction is
validated, it retains this number, otherwise it is aborted. Ifthe transaction is for read only,

the number is released for re-assignment. In Figure 3.2,three concurrent transactions are

shown; Ti, 7^, Tcurrent■ Ti and T2 are previously committed transactions and Tcurrent
is the current active transaction. Ti, T2,and Tcurrent are assigned transaction numbers as

15, 16, 17 respectively at the beginning ofthe validation phase. In the validation phase of
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the transaction Tcurrent, all transactions Ti which had their write pha^'

phase ofTcurpent are considered. In this illustration, Ti and T2 can b/

committed duringtheread phase ofTcurrent■ Next,thevalidation oLi..^
checks whether its read set intersects with any ofthe write sets ofearlier oyerlaippiiig

transactions 7}, T2 Leistartin he the highest transaction number at the start of
transaction Tcurrent,\eXfinish tn be the highest transaction number at the beginning ofthe
validation phase oiTcurrent. Then,the validation phase ofoptimistic concurrency control
algorithm is performed as follows:

• Kuhg & Robinson's Algorithm
<start CS>

// start ofCS

finish tn := tnc\
valid:= true;

for Ti from start tn+\ tofinish tn do
if(write set ofTi intersects readset ofTcurrent)
then valid:= false;
if valid

then((w/Yephase),tnc:= tnc^ l'^ tn ~tnc)<end GS> ;

// end ofCS

else

then(backup)

The assignment oftransaction number,validation phase,and the write phase are all
in a critical section. The transaction is assigned a transaction number in the execution of

tnc=tnc-^V,tn.^tnc. The transaction numbers are assigned only ifvalidation is
successful[6].
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We can find several problems in Kung & Robinson's method for concurrency

control. First ofall, with their method,it is impossible for a server to know when a client

really starts requesting a transaction. There might be some transmission delay when a
client sends the server a request. The read phase is supposed to start when a client begins

requesting. However,in this method,the read phase starts when the server receives the
chent's request. Since Kung & Robinson did not consider clock synchronization among
the distributed machines,this drawback cannot be solved. Another problem is due to the
critical section for the validation and write phases. Even in the case where there are no

data intersections among the concurrent transactions,this method still requiresa critical
section for the validation and write phases. This can decrease concurrency efficiency.

3.2.

Schlageter's Method

In Kung and Robinson's method^ read transactions that do not have a write phase
have to be validated. The main difference between read transactions and write

transactions is that validation ofread transactions need not be done in a critical section.

Schlageter[11]proposed another optimistic approach for concurrency control. In

Schlageter's method,read transactions are free from all burden ofconcurrency control.
Write transactions are assigned all responsibility for concurrency control. Kung and
Robinson treated read transactions in the same way as write transactions in terms of

validation. However,in a query dominant system,it is desirable to treat read transactions
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in a different way from write transactions. Schlageter's idea isto let read transactions

always proceed and terminate without any consideration ofconcurrency control.
Therefore read transactions do not have validation phase while write transactions have to

consider not only concurrent write transactions but also concurrent read transactions.
Conflict between a write transaction and another write transaction results in a backup of

the write transaction. Conflictbetween a write transaction and a read transaction results

in deferring the write transaction. The validation phase is shown as follows:

• Schlageter's Algorithm
is the current write transaction.
L: wailset :=0
<start CS>

for all ri e { active read transaction}do

if(write set ofTcc/KRBivr intersects with read set ofT/)
i\vQnwaitset =waitsetyj{t)\

ifwaitset^ 0

then<endCS>wait(wmtset);
goto L; ;■

validation as to update transactions;
write phase <end CS>

The critical section is indicated by "<start CS>" and "<end CS>." The

'''waitfwaitset)" means that current transaction Tcurrent should wait until all active
transactions in the waziset are terminated. IfTccffiKEvr detects a read transaction which

accessed the data objects that TcaRREwr willupdate, Tcurrent has to wait until the read
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transaction is terminated. The illustration for this method is given in Figure 3.3.

Read

Ti I

Valid Write

^

'

wmmM

Tcurrent L

FIGURE 3.3: Schlageter's Optimistic Concurrency Control

In Figure 3.3,the currenttransaction Tcurrent considers every transaction Ti which
are in the read phase at the beginning ofits validation phase. Having the read phase in
other concurrent transactions during Tcurrent'^ validation phase indicates that Tcurrent

may write on some data objects while Tiis reading those data objects. Therefore, we have
to consider the data intersections between Tcurrent'^ write set and Ti's read set. In this

example, Tj and T2 are having the read phase atthat point. The validation ofTcurrent

comparesits write set with the read set of7/ and T2. Consider Figure 3.4for comparison
ofKung &Robinson's method and Schlageter's method.
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Time

Tm

Tr2.
Tr3
Twrite

FIGURE 3.4: Comparispn ofKuitg & Robinson's Method and Schlageter's Method

A write transaction

Tr2,and

runs concurrently with several read transactions

,

in Figure 3.4. The dotted line showsthat Twrite reaches its end while the

read transactions are active. In this case, we can distinguish two different results from

Kung & Robinson's method and Schlageter's method.

• Kung & Robinson's method:

will get positive validation since it does not consider the read transactions.

Every read transaction Tri,

,and Tr3 has to be vaUdated with respect to the

previously committed rjfR/re•

• Schla^ter's method:
TWrfi has to check ifits write set is intersected with the read sets ofTri,Tr2,and

fiy. Ifa conflictis detected with any Tr,Twriteis delayed until the end ofTr. No
backup can occur.
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Schlageter's method suffersfrom the risk ofindefinite delay ofwrite transactions.

Schlageter proposed a solution for the risk in which the process for a write transaction
counts the number ofcycles in the validation phase. After this number exceeds some

value, some global lockout mechanisms are applied. This solution should be sufficient
since the probability ofcohflict is assumed to be low. However,we cannot know how

many number ofcycles in the validation phase will be appropriate. The number ofcycles
should depend on the probability ofconflicts.

3.3,

An Improved Approach

In the existing optimistic concurrency control, even though a transaction 7z starts
later than another transaction

and there exist some data intersections between TimA Tj,

it is possible for Tz to commit earlier than 37. That is there is a disorder ofconcurrent
transactions. The disorder pfthe transactions is the main problem with the existing

optimistic concurrency control mechanisms These methodsjust ignore when a certain
transaction really started. What they are really concern with is when the read phase ends
and when the validation phase starts. However,transaction prbcessing in correct order

according to the transaction's starting ttee is essential in some systems, such as
distributed banking systenis and process control systems. In these systems,the disorder of
transactions nieans failure ofentire systems.
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3.3.1. The Algorithm

The database objects are not replicated but partitioned in different servers in our

distributed prototype. In the improved approach for optimistic concurrency control,the
time when a client really starts requesting is the important key. The accurate starting time
in a distributed system can be obtained by clock synchronization. Consider Figure 3.5 for
this method.

Validation

Read

Write

Ti c
i:

Tcurrent C
Read

Start Validation

(a)

Read
Ti

!CURRENT

Read

Start Validation

(b)

FIGURE 3.5: An Improved Approach for Optimistic Concurrency Control

In Figure 3.5,concurrent transactions can be divided into two different cases.
Both cases are viewed at the beginning ofTcurrent'^ validation phase. Since we are
concerned with the time when the Tcurrent^^ validation phase starts,the dotted boxes
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show the phasesthat have not yet committed. The dotted lines show the start and end of
Tcurrent's read phase. What we have to be concerned with atthe beginning ofvalidation

phase is the events that happened during Tclkrhvt's read phase. Thetwo cases are the
possible events which are to be validated. Next,two different cases are explained and
analyzed.

• case(a):

This is the case when 7ci7iy?EWT finds a transaction 77 that started earlier than

Tcc/iyjsvr and committed write phase during the read phase ofrcuRREvr. In this
case, we have to check ifthe write set of77intersects with the read set of
TcURRENT

• case(b);

This is the case when Tcurrentfinds a transaction 77 that started earlier than

Tcurrent and did not finish its transaction. For the correct transaction order,

Tcurrent should read the data objects after 77 updates them ifthe data objects are
intersected between 77 and Tcurrent• Iii this case, we have to check both ifthe
read set of77 intersects with the write set ofTcurrent and ifthe write set of77
intersects with the read set of7cuRRHvr•

With these two possible cases, we can build an improved optimistic approach
algorithm as follows;
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• The Algorithm

Tqurrent is the current tmnsnction.

CallProcedure Clock Rate Synchronization
1
2
3

valid:= true;

for all transactions Tz e {active transactions during Tccffififiwr's read phase}
if(start of77's read phase < start ofTciyij/jfiwr's read phase)

4

//case(a)in Figure 3.5

5

if(TTs write phase intersects with Tcurrent^s read phase)
if(Ti's write set O Tcurrent's read set 0)

6

valid ;= false and restart;

7
8

//case(b)in Fighre 3.5

9

else

10
11
12
13

if(Tfs read set n Tcurrent's write set 0)
va//77

false and restart;

else if(7?'s write set o TccfflREJvr's read set 0)
valid:= false and restart;

In the improved algorithm, any transaction 77 which was active during the read

phase ofTcurrent and started earlier than Tcurrent is considered to be validated. The case
(a)and(b)are distinguished in the algorithm. In case(a),ifthe write phase of77 is
intersected with the read phase ofTcurrent,the write sets of77 are compared with the
read sets ofTcurrent■ When there are data intersections, Tcurrent should fail and be

restarted. Tcurrent should have read the data objects after Ti finished its transaction. The

case(b)implies that 77 started earlier than Tcurrent and did notfinish its transaction.
Notice thatthe transaction Ti is being processed at the validation ofTcurrent■ Atthis

point, we don't know which of77 or Tcurrent will have write phase first. Therefore,we
have to consider not only between the read set ofTi and the write set ofTcurrent but also
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between the write set of7? and the read set ofTcurrent ■ By looking at both sides ofthe

sets, we can guarantee that

will not write until 7? read the data, and 7cc/flRHvr will

not read the false data which are supposed to be updated by Ti first.

3.3.2. Analysis

Theoretn 3.1: The algorithm processes the conflicted transactions in the correct order of
their timestamps.

Proof: Atthe validation phase ofcurrent transaction 7ccffiREWT,we have to distinguish
three different cases for earlier started transactions Tj,T2,and T3 as shown blow.

(\)Ti
(2)721

Read + Validation
MM Write
Tcurrent

a

(Start Validation)

FIGURE 3.6: Three Different Cases for Earlier Transactions

Let a be the time when Tcurrent starts its read phase, fi be the time when

Tcurrent finishes its read phase, andINT(a,/3)be the interval between a and /?.
Assumethat there are data intersections between rcuRRENT and 7?,T2,and T3.
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(1)

7} ^

Ty is not considered in validation since it is not intersected with Tcc^fiEA^r
(2)

write phase of

e

TccfflflEvr is restarted by lines 5 ~ 7in the algorithrn;

(3)

write phase of7^^

,

and

read phase of validation phase ofTi e/iV^rfa,y0/:
7c{a?R£AT is restarted bylines 9~ 13 in the alg^

The other transactions that started later than TccOTifiwr are not considered in

validation for the correct order oftransaction processing. Since the algorithm covers all

possible three cases for conflicting transactions, it can guarantee that the concurrent
transactions are processed in the correct order oftheir timestamps. □

At this point, we face another obstacle with the improyed algorithm. Consider the
situation where it takes a very long time for a client's request to arrive at a server due to
communication delay in the network, Of course, the improved algorithm does not work in
this case. However, notice that we a^umed that our study is concerned with only LAN.

In the assumption earlier, the transmission time among machines withinLAN are of equal

amount. Since the improved algorithm does not require any critical section, the time spent
from when a query is produced in a client to when the query has arrived at a server can be

regarded as the same among the machines. The mainpoint of communication delay
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problem is under the transmissibn time and the time spentfor read phase. Aslong as the
maximum trarismissioh tiine is much less than the time spent for any transaction s read

phase,then the improved algorithm can work properly. The time spent for read phase was
tested by reading 10 data objects which are discussed in section 4.1 for 100,000 times in
blaze,indigo, and aviion. The test results are shown in below.

blaze

0.224tickfor reading 10 data objects

indigo :

0.042tickfor reading 10 data objects

aviion :

0.071 tick for reading 10 data objects

The time spent for read phase rangesfrom 0.042 to 0.224 and transmission time

ranges from 0.001140 to 0.001690 as shown in section 2.4.2. Therefore,the improved
algorithm works properly in this LAN. However,for systems that require outside LAN
communications, additional mechanisms should be studied to solve the communication

delay problem. In this study,both clock synchronization and optimistic concurrency
control are applicable only in a LAN.

By applying clock synchronization scheme to the optimistic concurrency control,
the time when a client really starts requesting ajob could be more accurate than when

transaction number is used. Kung & Robinson's method can be regarded as centralized

database system since it didn't consider the global clock in a distributed system. The
improved optimistic concurrency control mechanism employs clock rate synchronization
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so that every machine has the global clock in a distributed database system. Furthermore,

Kung &Robinson's method and Schlageter's method suffer from reducing the potential
for concurrency due to keeping critical sectionsfor the validation and write phases. Even

though improved approach requires more compafisons with concurrent transactions and
has more possibility to fail in validation phase,it is expected thatthe improved algorithm

may be comparable with the existing algorithms since the critical section is eliminated.
But the inain advantage ofthe improved approachfor concurrency control is that this

method can guarantee that earlier transactions will be processed first than other
transactions with later timestamps when there exist data intersections among these
transactions.
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CHAPTER 4. COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE RESULTS

In this chapter, a distributed database prototype is presented in terms ofthe

structure ofdata objects and the kinds ofqueries, then,a simulation ofload on the

system will be discussed for the arrival ofqueries. Lastly,the performance results will be

compared between Kung &Robinson's[6]method and the improved approach based on
clock synchronization. Since the idea ofSchlageter's[11]method was mostly based on

Kung & Robinson's method,wejustfocus on comparing Kung & Robinson's method
with the improved algorithm.

4.1.

Design andlmplementation ofthe Prototype

For testing both algorithms,Kung &Robinson's and the improved algorithm, a
distributed database prototype was developed. The prototype is concerned with a
distributed banking system. Consider Figure 4.1 for this prototype.

Server #2

Server#1

Client #1

Client #2

Client #3

FIGURE 4.1: A Distributed Database Prototype
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In Figure 4.1, we have two servers which have database objects and three clients

which request queries. The database objects are not replicated but partitioned in servers.
The maximum number ofconcurrent transactions is three. The database objects in the

servers consist ofthe following items: account number, saving/checking, balance, name,

address, and phone number. The data are divided into twenty objects which are written by
"page"in Figure 4.2. Page #1 through page #10 are stored in server #1,and page #11
through page #20 are stored in server #2.

Server #1
page

page

page

page

#1

#2

#3

#10

Server #2
page
#11

page

page

page

#12

#13

#20

FIGURE 4.2: Database Objects in Servers

With these pages, we can define both read sets and write sets ofa transaction. The
different kinds ofqueryjobs in each client are described as follows:

• Query #1: Reading the data items for saving/checking and balance.

• Query #2: Reading the data items for name,address,and phone number.
• Query#3: Modifying the data item balance;
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• Query #4: Adding a new tuple.
• Query #5: Deleting a tuple.

Query #1 and #2 are for read transactions and Query #3, #4, and #5 are for write

transactions. Appendix A shows the pseudo codes for the server and client systems and
sample queries and data table. Appendix B contains the locations ofsource and
executable files for the distributed database prototype.

4.2.

Simulation ofLoad on the System

In order to produce queries in each client with appropriate delay, we need Poisson

probability distributed arrival time. The simulation oftransaction arrival time can be
obtained by the following relation.

where x =random number which has aPoisson

probability distribution

X = average arrivaloftransactions
y = uniformly distributedrandom numbers, 0 < y<l

By generating the value ofy between 0 and 1, we can control the average delay

time during the entire simulation. The graph in Figure 4.3 shows the average delay time
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according to % value. These average delay time were obtained by running(4.1)1,000,000
titnes and averaging them.
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TlGrURE 4.3; Test for Average Arrivalof Transactions

As shown in Figure 4.3,the average delay time decreases as % increases. These

average delay time are used in the comparative performance analysis. The value of% can
be classified into three types ofloads: 0.1 - 0.3 for lightly loaded system,0.4 - 0.7 for
moderately loaded system, and 0.8 - 0.9for heavily loaded system.

4.3.

Performance Results

In the prototype, we process one thousand transactions and compare the

performance ofKung & Robinson's method with the improved algorithm. The improved
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algorithm requires more comparisonsfor concurrent transactions during the validation
phase to prevent concurrent transactions from being disordered. Even though more
comparisons can affect the concurrency, our main concern is to solve the problem of

processing disordered transactions in Kung& Robinson's algorithm. The performance of
the improved algorithm is comparable to Kung & Robinson's because we don't need to

keep critical sections in validation and write phases. Figure 4.4 shows the performance
results using Kung & Robinson's algorithm.
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FIGURE 4,4; Performance Results for Kung & Robinson's Method

In the first column ofFigure 4.4, X values are shown from 0.1 though 0.9. The
number of ticks spent for processing 1,000 transactions and for processing one transaction
are shown in the second and third column respectively. The number of ticks spent are

obtained by averaging the time spent in the two servers. The fourth column shows the
number ofrollbacks per 1,000 transactions. The number of rollbacks indicates the number
of failures in the validation phase. The last column ofFigure 4.4 implies that Kung &
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Robinson's method has the crucial drawback compared with the improved algorithm. This

column shows the number oftransaction disordering per 1,000 transactions. Figure 4.5
shows two kinds ofcases arising in transaction disordering.

T,

T2
'CURRENT

FIGURE 4.5: Disorder of Transactions

In Figure 4.5,transactions 7? and 72 are regarded as the disordered transactions if
there exist some data intersections with the current transaction Tcurrent- For Tj, we have
to check either ifthe write sets of Ti intersect with the read sets of Tcurrent or ifthe read

sets of Ti intersect with the write sets of Tcurrent■ Ifthere are data intersections between

them,transaction Ti should have updated the data objects after Tcurrent has been done
since rcuRREWT started earlier than transaction 7;. Similarly, transaction 72 should be

regarded as disordered with 7cc/i?fiEArr iftheir read sets and write sets are intersected. Even

though transaction T2 should be processed first in this case, we don't know which ofthe
transactions will be processed first at this point. In some certain systems, such as

distributed banking systems and process control systems,the disorder oftransactions
means failure ofthe entire systerns.

In Figure 4.4, as X. value increases,the system is getting heavily loaded and the
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time spent for processing the certain number oftransactions decreases. The number of
rollbacks due to failing validation and the number ofdisorders transactions increases. In

Figure 4.6, we present several graphs that show the changes in ticks, number ofrollbacks^,
and the number ofdisorders as X value changes. These graphs are corresponded with the
results ofFigure 4.4.
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FIGURE 4.6: Changes in Ticks,Rollbacks,and Disorders

Next,the performance results ofthe improved algorithm are shown in Figure 4.7.
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FIGURE 4.7: Performance Results for Improved Algorithm

In the improved algorithm,there is no transaction disorder since every condition

that may result in disorder has been considered during the validation phase. There are a
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lot ofrollbacks oftransactions due to failing validation in the last column in Figure 4.7.

disordered: The time spent and disorders oftransactions are compared between Kung &
RobinsonVnrethod and our method in Figure 4.8.
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In Figure 4.8,the first graph showstime spent processing 1,000 transactions in

Kung & Robinson's algorithm and in the improved algorithm. As you can see fi-om the
graph, our method is comparable to theirs since critical section is not required any more.
In addition to the comparative performance result, the problem oftransaction disorder can
be solved with the improved algorithm shown in the second graph ofFigure 4.8.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We have developed a clock rate synchronization algorithm and used this algorithm

to design an improved optimistic concurrency control mechanism. This chapter will
summarize the important resultsofthis thesis and present fiiture directions in the last
section.

5.1.

Improvements to Existing Algorithms

Through this study, severalimportant concepts have been corisidered to improve
concurrency control efficiency in a distributed database system. First, several existing

algorithms for clock synchronization were studied. These algorithms were proposed by
Lamport[7], Cristian[2],and Gusella& Zatti[3]. Lamport defined the"happen before"
relation for event ordering. In the view ofLamportfor clock synchronization, what all

distributed processes have to know is the order in which events occur. To order any pair
ofevents,the physical true time is not really important. However,for ordering events by

Lamport's algorithm,the messages among the distributed machines should always be
broadcasted. Cristian used a central time server that has WWV receiver for physical clock

synchronization. Cristian also proposed a method to estimate the transmission time
among distributed machines. This method suffers fi'om the fact that a single time server
has all responsibility for clock synchronization all the time during transaction processing.
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In the Berkeley algorithm,the estimation oftransmission time wasimproved. The time
server sends the amount by which each individual machine's clock requires adjustment

instead ofsending the current time value. The failure ofthe time server is still a serious

problem in this method. In the new approach for clock synchronization,clock rates
between a clock rate server and a distributed machine are considered rather than their

clock time. It requires only a single synchronization performance at initialization to

synchronize clocks. A time server which is CRS(Clock Rate Server)in the new approach
needs to be maintained only during the clock synchronization period at initialization.

Optimistic concurrency control mechanisms were proposed by Kung & Robinson
[6]and Schlageter[II]. The most serious problem ofthese optimistic concurrency
control mechanisms is the processing ofdisordered transactions. In the improved

approach,the clock rate synchronization method was applied to the optimistic
concurrency control mechanism to solve the problem ofdisordered transactions. Kung &
Robinson's method can be regarded as centralized database system since it didn't consider

the global clock in a distributed system. The improved optimistic concurrency control
mechanism employs clock rate synchronization so that every machine has the global clock
in a distributed database system. Even though the concurrency efficiency was decreased

by 1.76% in comparison with Kung &Robinson's method,this method prevents the

pfocessing ofconcurrent disordered tfansactions. However,we still have alimitationfor
both the clock rate synchronization algorithm and the improved approach ofoptimistic

concurrency control. The improved algorithms work only within LAN since the
transmission time among the distributed machines can be delayed.
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5i2.

Proposed Improvements

This limitation occurs from communication delay in a LAN with bridges or in a

metropolitan area network(MAN). Consider Figure 5.1 for suggested optimistic
concurrency control mechanism.

"-Time-., .

Read

Validation

Write

FIGURE 5.1: Four Phases ofOptimistic Concurrency Control

In Figure 5.1, a transaction consists offour phases rather than three phases. After
the write phase,the additional phase which is called "Delay Phase" is to be performed.

transaction had write phase, are maintained for a certain appropriate amount oftime. It

Therefore,the delay phase makes it possible to roll back the current transaction even after
the write phase for a certain amount oftime. In order to design this mechanism, several

complex techniques are required to preserve the data consistency, such as determining the
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objects during delay phase.
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APPENDIX A.

DESIGN OF THE PROTOTYPE

The pseudo codes oftwo servers and three clients are shown below.
At Server Process,SI and S2:

Make_ConnectionO;
ClockSynchronizationQ;

// connection estabUshed with other machines

II clock rate synchronization

process id ;= 1;
forever[
// generating concurrent processes for each client
if forkQ ^ 0
break;
processJd:=processJd+ 1;
if process id > NUM CLIENT
//NUM_CLIENT: number ofclients
break;
]
client id := process id.
forever[
Kecei\e_^equest(client_id);
U receiving requested transactions
forever[
Read_Phase(c//c«r_;V^;
// reading data objects
if Validation_Phase(c//cw/_/cO" due do
break;
// running new optimistic algorithm
]
Wnte_Phase(client_id);
// update data objects and reply

At Client Process, Cl, C2, and C3

MakeConnectionQ;
ClockSynchronizationO;
forever[
server id= Choose ServerQ;
Send_Request(jerver_/V/);
Receive_Reply(5crver
Wait(random);
]
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// choosing a server at random
// requesting a transaction
// receiving reply from a server
// pause for a random time

Sample Queries:
Q1

nil

Q2

1112

Q3

1113

Q4

1114 saving

Q5

1115

470

580

Bob

9353_Highland_#9453

(909)493-2392

Sample Data Table:
AGGT# , ,

S/G

M

Name Address

Phone#

11111

saving

770

Marks 3421_Kendall_#3492

(909)302-4023

11112

check 490

David

3425_Kendall_#2449

(909)342-4532

11113

check 924

Paul

4953_Waterman_#4923

(909)342-4923

11114

saving

Kevin

3404_Beach_#9424

(714)345-4592

11115

saving 953

John

4953_Westem_#4534

(213)449-4592

1039
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APPENDIX B. MAlNTENANeE

These servers and dieiits implementations are located in aviion,
Server #1

aviion.csci.csusb.edu /u/grad/mpark/serverl/serverl.c

Server #2

aviion.csci.Gsusb.edu /u/grad/mpark/server2/server2.c

Client #1

aviion.csci.csusb.edu /u/grad/mpark/clientl/clientl.c

Client #2

aviioh.csci.csusb.edu /u/grad/mpark/client2/client2.c

Client #3

aviion.csci,csusb edu /u/grad/mpark/client3/client3 c

The files serverl.c and sen>er2.c are compiled by cc -o outputsource. The files

client1.c,clientl.c, and clientsx are compiled by cc -o outputsource -Im. At the start of
execution,it asks hostnames and port numbersfor distributed machines. Then,the user of

this program hasto input a % value raging from 0.1 to 0.9 in each client machine. The
servers

reaches 1,000.
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